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We present a case study which demonstrates a methodology of using modeling
language and simulation environment for reactive system design and analysis. We
describe how a distributed algorithm can be modeled and investigated on the base of a
compact set of carefully selected concepts and methods offered by COVERS - an MS
Windows-based object-oriented modeling and simulation tool. COVERS modeling
language framework includes diagrams of object structure and interconnection,
statecharts as a behavior description, and C++ for data objects and functions. Timed
Transition Systems are used as a semantic model. COVERS enables the user to
perform the whole modeling-simulation-analysis cycle within a single graphical
environment. In the paper we overview our experience in using the tool for analysis of
a distributed election algorithm which has been described elsewhere.

1. Introduction
In the paper we describe our experience in modeling and analysis of a particular
distributed algorithm using COVERS 3.0 - a modeling and simulation software
developed at Technical University of St.Petersburg [2,3]. Using COVERS we have
modeled and investigated a distributed election algorithm which has been designed
originally for TEMPO, a distributed network clock synchronizer for Berkeley
UNIX4.3 BSD system [1].
The today's user has a choice of several commercially available tools supporting
modeling and discrete-event simulation of parallel and distributed systems, BONES
Designer [5], SES Workbench [6], OPNET [7] and Statemate [8] are among the
most known. While based on some useful ideas, these frameworks are overloaded
with special non-standard notions, which makes it hard to integrate modeling and
simulation into the system design process. None of the frameworks meets the modern
requirements of complex system engineering such as object-orientation or reusability
of components. Last but not least, the mentioned tools are typical UNIX monsters:
expensive, run on expensive machines, trying to be self-complete and, as a result, are
incompatible with anything.
The main goal of COVERS project at St.Petersburg Technical University is to
bring modeling and simulation closer to the system design process by developing
open, flexible object-oriented modeling methodology based as much as possible on
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commonly accepted standards and having minimum special notions. COVERS is a
graphical simulation tool with intuitive user interface. It is based on object-oriented
methodology and uses standard C++ for object specification and data processing. It
runs on highly available platform.
These properties of COVERS are especially important for designing prototypes of
reactive systems. Examples of reactive systems are telecommunication networks~
computer systems and distributed algorithms. Prototyping has increasingly become
an approach that is adopted to improve the quality of reactive software projects [4].
Prototyping of reactive systems has even much greater importance then of other types
of software and hardware systems. In particular, the software for reactive systems has
some unique features that distinguish it from data-processing software: continuous
operation of the software, execution in response to external events, distributed
processing, real-time behavior. These features imply very different types of reactive
software comparatively with data processing, and present many unresolved problems
and challenges in development process. One of the challenges is overcoming the
"sequentiality" of human way of thinking to understand the behavior of complex
concurrent systems. Another challenge is to design software working in hard realtime environment.
COVERS focuses on using the graphical notation and visualization to assist
debugging and correctness checking as well as the performance evaluation and
parameter tuning of reactive real-time systems. Using COVERS the designer can test
some specific correctness issues, such as deadlocks, starvation, racing, critical
sections, real-time temporal properties as well as the general system functionality.
Besides, the designer can investigate real-time characteristics, including response
times, message latencies, system throughput, etc.
A distributed election algorithm is a typical example of a reactive system.
Though the algorithm is described in a published paper [1], a lot of minor but
important details are far from being clear from the description. The most important
problem is to understand its main ideas from written text. The main benefit which
can be gained from experimenting with the executable model of the algorithm
designed in COVERS environment is a better understanding of what actually is
happening in the complex distributed system. The visualization of run-time behavior
gives the designer of such a system insights that would never arise from static text,
bubbles and arrows. Another benefit is the possibility to evaluate the influence of
parameters and algorithmic decisions on the system performance and other quality
characteristics.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the
modeling and simulation toot COVERS. Then, in section 3, the distributed election
algorithm is outlined. COVERS model of this algorithm is described in section 4,
and in section 5 we present the results of the algorithm analysis. Section 6
summarizes our experience of using COVERS for real-time reactive systems
analysis.
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2. COVERS Modeling Language
The main construction unit of COVERS model is called active object. Active
objects are independent concurrently-active event-driven logical machines.
Depending of the level of abstraction, an active object can represent, for example: a
piece of hardware, UNIX process, human user, WAN link, client or server, physical

object.
Active objects interact using asynchronous message passing. Messages are sent
and received through ports. The set of public ports constitute the object interface.
Active objects may encapsulate other active objects to any desired depth. The
encapsulated objects run concurrently with each other and with the container object.
They can export their ports to the container object interface. During its lifetime, the
active object performs operations in response to the external or internal events and
conditions. In case the event- and time-ordering of operations is important, the
behavior of the object is described as a statechart. An active object is a C++ object.
Therefore, active objects can do anything C++ objects can do: have data members
and member functions, inherit properties from other objects, call functions of each
other, etc.
COVERS model is designed on the basis of active object classes. The
specification of class includes its structure (ports, encapsulated objects, connections),
behavior (states, transitions, etc.), data members and member functions.

Container

Public port

obje

Encapsulated object

Replicated
object

Figure 1 Object structure
2.1 Object Structure
The notation and the terminology used here was influenced by the ROOM
approach [10]. Figure 1 shows the structure of a simple Server object. Server
contains objects representing two hardware resources, CPU and RAM, and software
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processes which access these resources. Whenever a new transaction arrives at

LocalPort, the server activates Main process. The latter creates a new instance of
Task. Task executes the transaction (i.e. accesses CPU and RAM and, probably
makes a remote request through a WANPort), and replies to Main.
The important feature of COVERS model is the ability to replicate objects.
Replicated object represents a collection of objects of the same class connected the
same way. Replication is especially useful when you are modeling a regular structure
of objects, such as vector, chain, ring, mesh, torus, cube~ etc., and the size of the
structure is a parameter of the model.
2.2 Object Behavior

During its lifetime, an active object performs operations in response to the
external or internal events and conditions. For those objects where event- and timeordering of operations is important, a state transition diagram is used to show the
state space of a given active object class, the events that cause a transition from one
state to another, and the actions that result from a state change. As an object
behavior notation COVERS supports statecharts based on David Harel's Statecharts
[9] - a simple yet highly expressive approach that is far superior to conventional fiat
state machines. Unlike Harel's, COVERS statecharts are sequential. The active
object whose behavior is specified as a statechart has a single location of control at
any time (although it may run concurrently with the encapsulated objects). COVERS
supports the following extensions to the conventional state machines: hyperstates,
conditional states, history and deep history states.
The visual appearance of statecharts and the semantics behind hyperstates, etc. is
more or less standard and well understood, whereas the attributes of states and
transitions vary from implementation to implementation. In COVERS each state
(primitive or hyperstate) has entry action and exit action, and each transition has
guard, delay and action associated with it, see Figure 2.

Figure 2 Attributes of states and transitions

Guard is a Boolean expression which (semantically) is tested continuously while
the object is in the transition's source state. Presence of an input message, change of
the shared object, or some complex condition on several port queues can be specified
as a transition's guard. In other words, in COVERS you write a predicate that
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expresses a stimulus (or event) the object wants to react to, and put this predicate
into the guard of the transition.

A transition without a delay becomes enabled as soon as its guard becomes true.
Transition with a delay becomes enabled as soon as its guard has been continuously
true for exactly the delay period. Transition can not be enabled for a non-zero time
interval: it should either be taken or be disabled. Transition action and the
appropriate state exit and entry actions are executed each time the transition is taken.
Transition firing including the actions execution is atomic and takes zero time.

2.3 Generated Code
COVERS model is completely mapped into C++. For each active object class
specified by the user the model editor generates a C++ class. The encapsulated
objects, ports, states and transitions become its data members. Before the generated
C++ code is compiled, the user is allowed to modify it, so that arbitrary complex
model structure or functionality can be achieved. For, example, the functionality of
the basic port can be changed by the user in any desired way by subclassing from
COVERS port class. This gives the flexibility, allowing to model, for example,
shared data objects, message passing with addresses, filtering of messages,
synchronous message passing, etc.

3. Distributed Election Algorithm
Election is a problem of choosing a unique machine as the leader in a network of
machines. The election problem occurs in many reliable applications, for instance,
when a machine has to be selected to replace a primary site in a replicated
distributed file system. An election algorithm described in [1] is used to replace a
crashed central time coordinator in a distributed clock synchronizer TEMPO. The
solution presented in [1] doesn't require machines to be logically arranged in a ring.
All communicating machines run the same uniform election algorithm. Below the
problem definition and the description of the election algorithm follow [ 1].

3.1 Problem Definition
Distributed clock synchronizer TEMPO works in a local area network, and is
based on Master-Slave concept. An election algorithm chooses a new Master from
among the Slaves after the crash of the machine on which the original Master was
running. In the original application the Master measures the time difference between
the clock of the machine on which it is running and those of all other machines. The
Master computes periodically the network time as the average of the times provided
by nonfaulty clock of all the machines in the network. It then sends to each Slave the
correction that should be performed on the clock of its machine.
To ensure that TEMPO provides reliable service it is supplied an election
algorithm that elects a new Master in the case the machine running the current
Master crashes and resolves the situation when two or more Masters are set up in the
system. In the algorithm the fail-stop assumption about the machines is made: when
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a machine fails, it stops running and loses all its state information. No unrealistic
assumptions on communication mechanism are made: messages can be lost, delayed,
duplicated or received in an altered order. The communication subsystem is
supposed to provide a broadcast mechanism as well as point-to-point
communication.
3.2 The algorithm
According to [1 ], when the Master is working, it periodically resets the election
timer at each Slave. If the Master disappears, the Slave whose election timer expires
first becomes a candidate for the new Master. The election algorithm covers this
normal case, as well as the case where there may be none or even two or more
candidates simultaneously. The algorithm is uniform: all machines execute the same
election process. Any machine can be crash at any time. Core memory is completely
erased in case of crash. After recovery" the election process starts from the initial
state.
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Figure 3 The original state-machine specification of the election process
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The election process is described in [1] by a state-transition diagram, see Figure
3. It has eight states. Transitions from one state to another are caused by either the
arrival of a message or the expiration of a timer. A short description of the behavior
of the algorithm at each state follows.

Start-up: A process enters this state after the machine recovery. When
entering, the process broadcasts a Masterreq message to inform the
Master about a new member process. If no response is received by a
process in this state during StartUp time units, the process assumes
that there is no Master present and it enters NoMaster state. If
response Masterack is received, the process enters Consistency state.

NoMaster: Here a process is ready to become a new Master. If no Master is
found within NoMaster time, the process enters Master state. If any of
Masterup, Masterreq or Election messages is received, the process
enters the Slave state.

Master: This state is reached either when the election is won, or when no
Master is discovered. Being at this state the process sends periodical
Synchronization messages to all other processes.

Slave: In this state a process receives periodical clock adjustment
Synchronization messages from the Master. Upon receiving such a
message the process reinitializes its Election timer. Election timers are
set randomly at every process, so it is unlikely that two or more of
them will expire simultaneously.

Candidate: This state is reached when the Election timer in the Slave state
expires. A process will remain in the Candidate state as long as it
receives Accept messages from Slaves; if instead it receives a Refuse
message, it will revert back to the Slave state. If the Candidate timer
that is reinitialized after any Accept message is received expires, the
candidate will become the Master, broadcasting a Masterup message.

Accept: A process in the normal Slave state receives an Election message and
sends to the Candidate an Accept message entering this state. It will
then reply with a Refuse to all the following Election messages, until
the Accept timeout occurs, which resets the state to normal Slave state.

Conflict: The Master enters this state if it has received a Conflict message or
its Resolve timer has expired. It then looks for one, or possibly more,
rival Masters by sending Resolve messages. Any such rival Master will
be killed with a Quit message. The Master will leave this state after
waiting for the Conflict timeout to expire following the resolution of
the conflict.

Consistency: In this state a newly started process that has received a
Masterack message from the Master waits to check that no other
Master is active. If it receives a Masterack from another Master, it
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sends a Conflict message to the first one, which will eliminate the
anomalous situation, and immediately becomes a Slave. If no
Masterack is received, after the Consistency timeout expires, the
process enters the Slave state.
4. T h e M o d e l
The main components of the model of the distributed election algorithm are
shown in COVERS Model Editor screenshot in Figure 4.

Figure 4 COVERS model editor

The model is structured in the following way. There are three active object
classes in the model: election process T P r o c e s s , network T N e t w o r k , and
T S y s t e m serving as an upper level container object. A set of election processes
(replicated p r o c e s s) communicate via N e t w o r k .
4.1 Network
As long as the network always reacts the same way on the external events, the
statechart is not used for the behavior specification. The model of network is
implemented on the basis of COVERS ports and timers. The port P o r t serves for
both input and output. Whenever a message arrives to the p o r t , a timer is
associated with the message. When the timer expires, the message is delivered to
back to the Port. We define two subclasses of COVERS basic T I n O u t P o r t and
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and provide new implementations of the virtual functions
and E x p i r y of T D y n a m i c T i m e r :

TDynamicTimer
Receive

of T I n O u t P o r t

class

TNetworkPort:

public

TInOutPort

{
public :
virtual

v o i d Receive(

TMessage*

message

)

{
if(TUniformDistr()
>= L o o s e R a t e )
new T N e t w o r k T i m e r ( G e t P a r e n t ( )
, message
else
delete message;

);

}
};
class

T N e t w o r k T i m e r : public

TDynamicTimer

{
public :
TNetworkTimer(

TActiveObject*

network,

TMessage*

message

):
T D y n a m i c T i m e r ( network,
Message ( message )

TExponentDistr(

MeanDelay

) ),

{}
virtual v o i d Expiry()
{ TNetwork*)GetObject()->Port->Send(
private:
TMessage*

Message

); }

Message;

};
Receive is called each time the message arrives to the pon. First we decide
whether the message will be lost or delivered (the loss probability is LooseRate).
If the message is going to be delivered, a new timer is created, if the message is lost,
it is deleted. The network latency is distributed exponentially with mean
M e a n D e l a y . When the latency time expires, the function Expiry is called which
delivers the message back to the port.

This simple object models the network with the following features, corresponding
to the assumptions from [1]:
• Messages can be lost, delayed or received in altered order.
• Transmission errors are detected; a message is either received correctly or it is
discarded and considered lost.
• Messages are not spontaneously generated in the network.
• Messages are not (maliciously) forged by somebody connected to the network.
Note that re-ordering of messages is achieved automatically because of
nondeterministic latency.
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4.2 Messages

Election processes communicate by messages, which have three fields: Source,
D e s t i n a t i o n and Command. This is achieved by subclassing from the COVERS
basic TMe s s a g e and adding three data memers:
class TCommandMessage: public TMessage
{
public :
T C o m m a n d M e s s a g e ( TProcess* source,
TProcess* dear,
int
command
TProcess*
TProcess*
TCommand

);

Source;
Dest;
Command;

};
In case the message is broadcasted, the D e s t i n a t i o n

field is set to 0. That

enables a process to send messages to everybody in the network as well as to send
messages to a particular process. TCommand is an enumerated type containing
S Y N C H R O N I Z E , M A S T E R A C K , M A S T E R R E Q , etc.
4.3 Process Ports

Communication subsystem, which is modeled by T N e t w o r k class object,
provides only a random delay and loss mechanism. Point-to-point messages as well
as broadcasted messages (which are not lost) are delivered by the network to the
ports of every election process. Therefore message filtering should be done at the
process ports upon the message arrival. In the following three cases the message is
ignored: it has another destination address, the process is crashed, the message was
issued by the same process. The filtering is implemented in the R e c e i v e virtual
function of the process port similarly to the network port. If the message is not
ignored, the port "unpacks" it and stores the S o u r c e and Command fields in the
object data members L a s t S o u r c e and LastCommand, which are used by the
process algorithm (the state machine), and notifies the process.
4.4 Election Process

COVERS behavior model of the election algorithm (see Figure 5) actually repeats
the original specification, given in [1]. However, we have added the h)]3erstate
Active around the normal operation model of the process and another state
corresponding to the Crashed state. Obviously, a machine failure can occur at any
time, no matter what state the process is in. Failure is modeled by a transition
Failure exiting the hyperstate Active and entering the state Crashed. An
exponentially distributed delay T E x p o n e n t D i s t r (
LambdaFailure
) is
associated with this transition. L a m b d a F a i l u r e is one of the parameters of the
model. Similarly, the machine recovery occurs after a random time. According to the
original, core memory is completely erased in case of machine crash. This is
modeled by returning to the initial StartUp state after recovery.
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Static timer S y - n c h r o T i m e r is included in the process model to provide
periodic reset of the Election timeout at Slave processes. S y n c h r o T i m e r is set
when the election rocess enters any of the states {Master, Conflict}. When the
synchronization timer expires, the Synchronization message is broadcasted and the
timer is restarted again.

4.5 The System
The upper level container object of class TSys tem has no behavior. It contains N
replicated objects of class T P r o c e s s , which are connected to the N e t w o r k - an
object of class TNetwork. N is a parameter of the model, which can be modified
during experiments.
The functionality of T S y s t e m corresponds only to the statistics collection and
visualization of the system behavior. In particular, it keeps a global snapshot of"who
considers who" as a Master. To evaluate a quality of the election algorithm, we need
to define a "good" or "certain" global state. We call the global state "certain" if all
active processes except one are in Slave state, only one active process is in the
Master state, and every Slave knows that this process is its Master. By a "certain
period of time'" we call the period, during which the system's global state is certain.
We calculate a percent of certain period of time when the model is running.

5. Analysis of the Model
COVERS visual interactive model provides many types of object views: structure,
behavior, inspect, log, etc. Besides the windows associated with particular objects
there are windows displaying the global information about the model, such as the
global event queue, active timers, the global log, etc. Inspect window can be opened
on any graphical object in the model, e.g. port, state or chart timer. The behavior
window displays the animated behavior chart of an active object with highlighted
current states and transitions. The collected statistics can be visualized as plots,
Gantt charts, histograms, etc. The screenshot of the distributed election algorithm
executable model is shown in Figure 5.
The behavior window in the upper left corner shows the current state of one of
the election processes (Crashed) and the delayed transition (Recovery). The
histogram window in the upper right corner displays the percentage of time spent by
each process as a Master, Slave, Candidate, or Crashed. The plot at the bottom
shows how the certainty percent (the percent of time during which all active
processes agree on the same Master, the main quality characteristic of the algorithm)
changes over time. During the warm-up period the certainty percent is low, then it
stabilizes at about 60%.
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Figure 5 COVERS visual interactive model

The analysis of the algorithm shows the following:
Slaves are able to realize when the Master has stopped functioning and to
start electing a new Master from among themselves.
• The algorithm eventually resolves all situations with the crashed Master, two
or more active Masters, repaired machines, etc.
• The algorithm works correctly in the conditions of communication failures
such as loss, delay, and duplication of messages.
• The algorithm tolerates machine failures that occur during the election;

•

Experiments with COVERS model of the system have revealed, however, that
substantial amount of working time the distributed system is in uncertain state.
The description of the election algorithm, given in [1], is informal, so there is a
possibility that the COVERS model isn't completely adequate to the distributed
network clock synchronizer for Berkeley UNIX 4.3BSD systems. For example, the
timeout values are not given in [1], and they were taken arbitrary in COVERS
model. Analysis has shown the obvious misprint (or error?) in the original algorithm
description. From NoMaster state the process comes to the Slave state upon receiving
Masterreq message. However, this message is broadcasted by a newly entered process
recovering from the Crashed state. When this message was changed to the
Masterack, which was sent by the Master as an acknowledgement to the process that
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required Masterreq (but possibly was delayed in the network), the quality of the
algorithm improved essentially.
Many interesting experiments can be done with the model. For example, an
interesting question is: "What a Slave has to do if it receives the Synchronization
message from the process other than its Master?" There are at least three possible
solutions. A Slave can ignore it, or it can remain devoted to its Master and inform it
about the competitor by sending the Conflict message to it. At last, it can change its
Master to the new one. Changing timeouts, adding new kinds of messages and other
experiments with the model are possible to find the most appropriate behavior of the
algorithm in the particular environment.

6. Conclusion
Real-time and distributed systems design has proven to be one of the most
difficult and intricate engineering problems ever faced. Besides the concurrent
nature, the main source of the system complexity is the complexity of environment in
which different parts of the systems operate. The environment can be diverse,
dynamic and unpredictable - components fail at random, communications are
corrupted, interruptions occur when they are most inappropriate, and so on. In the
paper we have described how a real-time distributed system can be modeled and
investigated on the base of a compact set of carefully selected concepts and methods
offered by COVERS tool.
Our experience in using COVERS in modeling, simulation and analysis of
reactive systems for a variety of applications has shown that this approach helps
designers to assess rapidly the system correctness. COVERS model of a distributed
election algorithm described in this paper gives a possibility to understand the
general behavior, to clarify the algorithm, to reveal errors and to find the optimal
parameters of the algorithm (timeout values, in particular) that maximize its overall
efficiency for various kinds of environment features (communication media delay,
loss probability, etc.).
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